


Raise the bar

The organic certification of spirits and foods has evolved from chic novelty to smart marketing tactic to an 

everyday reality everybody can relate to.  This has, in turn, lead to enlightened consumers who not only 

demand access to the best tasting spirits, but also assurance that what they imbibe is made from the best 

ingredients and soundest methods. In other words, organic spirits. Consequently, now that so many organic 

spirits, wines and cocktails have floated into the mainstream, how can a fine spirit line top that? Simply said, 

with a certification of quality and purity in its highest form... Kosher, to be exact.

As consumers are increasingly more selective and better educated about what they eat and drink, buying 

kosher spirits and foods is a lifestyle choice that transcends culture, history and tradition. While the standards 

and practices in the distillation process make Agave 99’s fine tequilas a true luxury, they also promise connois-

seurs a cleaner, healthier, higher-quality alternative to a tequila only certified as organic. They will also realize 

— and taste — the fact that kosher spirits like Agave 99 offer versatility in the way they can be prepared, 

served and enjoyed.

With this in mind, what makes a kosher spirit truly, genuinely kosher?  The alcohol must be produced from an 

ultra-high quality grain or sugar.  From there, the ingredients used and the distillery doing its magic under-

goes and needs to pass a series of stringent tests issued by the Orthodox Union, the largest certifying body 

in the world. The testers from the union inspect the equipment thoroughly, while  business procedures to be 

followed are also emphasized. Distilling the Kosher way is an additional process and expense that raises the 

bar on quality that is worth every penny,” says Richard F. Cabo, President of Worldwide Beverage Imports, 

LLC, importer of Agave 99 Tequila, certified kosher by the Orthodox Union. “If today’s consumers are taking 

the extra step to find and purchase the best quality spirits, we owe it to them to produce exactly what they 

are looking for — something they can serve with pride and savor without hesitation.”

Tequila Agave 99® is available in Silver, Reposado and Anejo nationwide

Agave 99® is a product of Fabrica de Tequilas Finos, S.A. de C.V.  Imported and marketed by Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC., producer of fine quality, organic and 

Kosher products such as KAH® Tequila and Ed Hardy® Silver Tequila. Please sip your tequila responsibly.



Award winning Agave 99® Tequila:  
silky, seductive and generous.  

The world’s only tequila that is full  
of agave, full of flavor, organic,  

Kosher and 99 proof.



This very smooth tequila brings about the 
delicate notes of aromas and flavors of the 

agaves. Before bottling, it is triple
distilled and triple filtered, so its clean pure 

taste can be enjoyed by aficionados.

750ml/50ml • Alc./vol. 49.5% (99 Proof)
Organic. Kosher.

Muddle, Shake & StRain

Over the last 5 years muddling 
has become the most popular 

way of mixing cocktails by  
mixologists. This method 
extracts the full flavour of  
fresh fruit, herbs & spices.  

To “muddle” a cocktail 
ingredients is simply to crush 

the ingredients to extract their 
flavour. Then shake & strain 

the cocktail to remove all the 
excess pieces of fruit & herbs 
as it is simply their wonderful 

flavours that we aim to acquire.  
Double strain to ensure  

a fresh, clean drink.

Silver Organic

DirecTiOns Take a whole lime, 
slice in half and squeeze the juice 
into a mixing glass then add 
cucumber slices, basil and agave 
nectar. Using a muddler (prefer-
ably one with teeth) muddle the 
contents of the glass till all the cu-
cumber is broken down to mush. 
next add the tequila, ice down 
the mixing glass and shake all the 
contents with a boston shaker. 
shake well for about 10 seconds. 
next take a tumbler  and fill it  
with ice. Double strain the cocktail 
with a fine mesh strainer 
and  
hawthorne, into 
the ice filled 
glass. next  
take a slice of 
cucumber and 
lay across the top 
of the drink and 
place a basil leave 
down the inside of 
the glass. Give a  
pepper grinder a 
few turns on top.

2 oz agave 99 
Silver

1oz fresh lime

4-6 slices fresh 
english (hothouse) 

cucumber

3-4 basil leaves 

0.5 oz agave 
nectar

fresh cracked 
pepper

inGreDienTs



agave 99 takes the Spotlight

Though the overall profile of premium tequilas continues to rise with consumers and trade alike, only an elite 

handful of brands offer solid validation of this trend.  Agave 99 is one such brand, raising the bar for both its 

high production standards and its performance among top spirits experts.  

While Agave 99 first made its mark for its over-proofed alcohol contents (99 proof), Kosher and Organic 

certifications, making it a desirable product for highly sought-after niche markets, it proved it has what it takes 

to win critical mass appeal.

The Winning Touch

This past summer, Agave 99’s Silver, Reposado and Anejo took major honors at two of the most important 

spirits tasting competitions in America.  It enjoyed a strong showing among 162 other competing spirits 

brands at this year’s SIP Awards International Spirits Competition in June, receiving a gold medal for its 

Anejo tequila, while its Blanco and Reposado tequilas earned bronze medals. At Spirits of Mexico’s tasting 

competition this August, Agave 99 Reposado received a gold while Agave 99’s Anejo received a silver medal.  

“What makes our wins at both the competitions significant is that the judges tasted both established and 

new products with a fresh, open mind,” says Richard F. Cabo, CEO of Worldwide Beverage Import, LLC., 

distributor of Agave 99. “While Agave 99 being a premiere over-proofed, Kosher and organic tequila brand 

got it a lot of attention in its 2009 launch, these wins reveal that the added effort and costs to produce a 

higher quality spirit is shining through in the final product.”

Cabo adds that the recent victories are also important because the way products were judged also represent 

the way modern consumers shop, always on the lookout for the best quality products to enjoy at their favorite 

bars and at home. 

s



agave 99 takes the Spotlight (continued)

Points of Origin and Innovation

Launched in 2009, Agave 99 not only hit the market in time for that year’s Cinco de Mayo but also Passover, 
in response to demand for a Kosher tequila that could be enjoyed by health conscious individuals who seek 
out Kosher products. 

When bringing Agave 99 into a wider marketplace, Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC not only capitalized 
on the line’s high quality and production standards, but also the final product itself.  This manifested over the 
summer with its showing in the two major competitions.

For spirits to truly live up to their name, they need to be produced in the right spirit, with respect for the 
Earth and the people who drink them. Our distillery continues to exceed the strict standards set by the 
Regulatory Council of Tequila (CRT), which verifies every step of the process from the agave fields to the 
bottled tequila. This exacting control has earned our tequila the distinction of being certified organic. To 
ensure purity and flavor, the distilling process for our tequilas is kosher, approved and certified by the Union 
of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America.

Though the production standards are rooted in age-old values, they reflect the tastes, preferences and 
sensibilities of the modern consumer.  Meanwhile, the recent reception of Agave 99 in these high-profile 
tasting competitions reflect its potential in the more exacting competition of the mainstream marketplace. 

Tequila Agave 99® is available in Silver, Reposado and Anejo nationwide

Agave 99® is a product of Fabrica de Tequilas Finos, S.A. de C.V.  Imported and marketed by Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC., producer of fine quality, organic and 

Kosher products such as KAH® Tequila and Ed Hardy® Silver Tequila. Please sip your tequila responsibly.



Distinguished, elegant style. Aged for ten 
months in French limousine casks, where it 
acquires different notes of aromas, flavors 

and a distinctive light color. This fine  
tequila is triple distilled and tripled  

filtered before bottling.

750ml/50ml • Alc./vol. 49.5% (99 Proof)
Organic. Kosher.

nO MORe naked dRinkS

if your idea of garnishing a 

cocktail is a sprig of mint or a 

slice of lime, look again. Let 

Dress the Drink add exquisite 

edible beauty to your cocktail 

menu-from sweet flowers 

grown with organic principles 

to genuine 24 carat gold dust, 

their collection is unbelievable. 

Women adore it,  

but guys like it too.

www.dressthedrink.com

Reposado Organic

DirecTiOns Take all ingredient, 

starting with non-alcoholic first, 

and add them to a chilled boston 

shaker. Dry shake (nO ice!)  

vigorously. next, fill a large  

tumbler with ice (optional-  

sprinkle some edible silver flake 

over the ice), then pour contents 

of shaker over the ice. 

next add a fresh or 

preserved edible 

flower/flowers 

over the drink.

1.5 oz agave 99 
Reposado

0.5 oz luxardo 
Sangue Morlaco

1oz lavender  
syrup

1oz fresh 
squeezed pink 

grapefruit  juice

1 eggs white

0.25 oz licor 43

inGreDienTs



the artisanal overproof tequila garners a raft of industry accolades and unveils a sleek new look

Though the brand was less than two years old, Agave 99® enjoyed major industry accomplished more 

commonly associated with older, more established brands.  On the other hand, Agave 99® is a line of 

overproof tequilas that have proven itself to be an overachiever. 

Thanks to a proprietary distillation system that results in a smooth, rich and sophisticated tequila, Agave 99® 

Anejo shattered stereotypes about “harsh” overproof tequilas to stand out tall among 162 other competing 

spirits brands at this year’s SIP Awards International Spirits Competition, earning a Gold Medal. Also this year, 

Agave 99® earned major accolades from a top tier panel of judges at the largest and most comprehensive 

Agave Tasting Competition in the world, the 2010 Spirits of Mexico, winning a Gold Medal for its Reposado.

While Agave 99’s unique taste as well as its certification as an organic and Kosher ultra premium spirit has 

turned many heads and earned new fans, the brand’s taking its image up a notch with brand new sleeker, 

luxury-driven labeling that parallels its growing cache as a rising star in the world of ultra premium overproof 

tequilas.  The redesign was inspired by the tequila’s smooth, sophisticated flavor as a starting point for its 

reimaging.

“So, why redesign the package now? Because it is strategic to strike while the iron is hot,” says  CEO Richard 

F. Cabo of  Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC. “Frankly, Agave 99® is very hot right now. Its Anejo, Blanco 

and Reposado generated real heat this year among tequila connoisseurs and industry experts alike. Rather 

than rest on our laurels, we wanted to celebrate them, and bring more people into the fold.  The new design 

also underscores the shift in paradigm of ‘overproof’ to signify extra craftsmanship and attention to detail and 

quality went into the making of this line” 

Tequila Agave 99® is available in Silver, Reposado and Anejo nationwide

Agave 99® is a product of Fabrica de Tequilas Finos, S.A. de C.V.  Imported and marketed by Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC., producer of fine quality, organic and 

Kosher products such as KAH® Tequila and Ed Hardy® Silver Tequila. Please sip your tequila responsibly.



Full body, high viscosity, seductive and  
generous, this tequila is aged for a minimum 
of two years in white American oak barrels. 

With great silkiness, its first impressions are of 
velvet. Powerful, intense flavor leaving a stream 

of herbs and spices on the tongue. Subtle  
whispers of white oak in the finish.

FlaMinG an ORanGe Peel

The fruit should be firm and 
fresh to insure there is enough 

oil present in the skin.  
To flame the oil, hold a lit 

match in one hand, and pick 
up the twist in the other very 
carefully like holding an egg 
shell, if you squeeze the twist 

prematurely the oil will be 
expelled. Hold the twist  
by the side not the ends, 

between thumb and  
forefinger, skin side down, 

about four inches above the 
drink. Don’t squeeze or you’ll 

lose all the oil before you 
flame. Hold the match  

between the drink and the 
twist, closer to the twist. Snap 
the twist sharply, propelling 
the oil through the lit match 
and onto the surface of the 
drink. (Be sure to hold twist 
far enough from the drink to 
avoid getting a smoky film  

on the glass.)

750ml/50ml • Alc./vol. 49.5% (99 Proof)
Organic. Kosher.

the Boss

DirecTiOns First take a martini 

glass and chill it. Then take a 

mixing glass and add all liquid 

components. Add ice then stir 

with a bar spoon till the liquid 

level in the glass have doubled 

giving you about 4.5 oz. next, 

with a julep strainer, strain out 

the cocktail into the glass. Use a 

microplane zester on a nutmeg 

seed and run it across a few 

times to get a sprinkle of nutmeg 

over the top of the 

drink. Then take 

your orange 

zest and 

flame it 

over the 

drink and 

gently place  

on the side of  

the glass. 

1.5 oz agave 99 
anejo

0.5 oz Carpano 
antica

1 dash Fee 
Brother’s whiskey 

barrel bitters

Bar spoon of 
Benedictine

Fresh grated 
nutmeg

Orange zest

inGreDienTs



agave 99: Overproof and above expectation

Agave 99’s Overproof Blanco tequila bests several top shelf competitors in a blind taste test staged by one of 

the nation’s most colorful tequila authorities.

The TequilaWhisperer.com’s founder’s name, “Lippy,” is as witty and eccentric as his persona.  However, 

sniffing out, tasting and anointing the best tequilas on the market is serious business for the San Francisco-

based connoisseur.  For this reason, his recognition of Agave 99’s Blanco tequila as the top of the heap is a 

major honor for the up-and-coming premium brand.

This “heap” included best-of-the-best spirits from both nationally-recognized tequila houses (1800, Tequila 

Revolucion) and noted artisanal labels (Don Fulano, Don Fernando, Dulce Vida).  The challenge not only 

proved to be a challenge for those top tier tequilas but also Lippy’s palate, with the punch and powerful 

palates overproof tequilas are noted for.  

While strength and character are critical attributes for overproof tequilas, Lippy (working from the perspective 

of both connoisseur and distiller, according the coverage on the web site), was relying on his other senses 

to locate the overproof tequila with the best balance, personality and measurable subtly that enables it to 

appeal to both a core audience demanding a stronger spirit and new drinkers who may need a little more 

incentive to get out of their comfort zone to experience an overproof.

After sampling the six top contenders on episode #62, Lippy boldly proclaimed that of those pours he tried, 

he knew almost right away that best of the overproof batch was entry #5, especially in terms of its balanced 

flavor profile.  Though he expressed some initial surprise that #5 was Agave 99, he minced no words in 

affirming it was the best overproof he had ever tasted, even with Don Fulano coming in a close second.  

Though he acknowledged that Agave 99 did not have as much name recognition at the moment as some 

of the other brands, he heaped praise on it’s being the only Kosher tequila in the line-up and its being a 

great value.  “This is major,” he concluded. “(They) are on top of it, Baby! It is a damn good tequila, and (the 

distillers) have a lot to be proud of.” 

s



agave 99: Overproof and above expectations (continued)

Agave 99® Tequila makes life more interesting and creative for the bartender by expanding options, 

according to another authority, Tequila.net: �The perception of overproof tequila being “harsh” due to the 

higher volume of alcohol is changing, thanks to more refined and advanced technology. The proprietary 

methods of distillation of Agave 99® result in an ultra smooth, high proof tequila that provides the strength 

and body that an increasing number of American consumers are demanding, not just for strength but a 

distinctive type of flavor that to them improves upon a satisfying sipping experience or a favorite cocktail.�  

Tequila Agave 99® is available in Silver, Reposado and Anejo nationwide 

Agave 99® is a product of Fabrica de Tequilas Finos, S.A. de C.V.  Imported and marketed by Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC., producer of fine quality, organic and 

Kosher products such as KAH® Tequila and Ed Hardy® Silver Tequila. Please sip your tequila responsibly.



aGave 99® SilveR
Recipient of The Spirits International Prestige Bronze Award

aGave 99® RePOSadO
Recipient of The Spirits International Prestige Bronze Award

Gold Medal at the 2010 Spirits of Mexico Tasting Competition

aGave 99® aneJO
Recipient of The Spirits International Prestige Gold Award

Silver Medal at the 2010 Spirits of Mexico Tasting Competition



IMPORTED AnD MARKETED BY

Worldwide Beverage Imports, LLC.

4101 Whiteside Street

Los Angeles, CA 90063

323-266-8686

www.wbillc.com


